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LIBRARIES
WHAT?
The CVReviewTool is a tool 
designed to streamline 
reviewing faculty publications 
for deposit and self-archiving in 
an Institutional Repository (IR).  
WHY?
Many libraries are beginning to review faculty CVs for publications that can be deposited in their Open 
Access Institutional Repository (IR). SHERPA/RoMEO is a, "searchable database of publisher's 
policies regarding the self-archiving of journal articles on the web and in Open Access 
repositories." It is widely used by librarians to help decide if publications can be deposited in their IR. 
Our tool provides a single point of interaction for querying SHERPA/RoMEO, making decisions 
on a publication by publication basis, and aggregating those decisions in a fully editable report 
that can be sent directly to faculty to obtain their permission for deposit.
Code Available on Github: http://github.com/WSULib/CVReviewTool
BUT WAIT, 
THERE’S MORE!
Paste citation(s) from CV, 
search and identify journal
Tool queries Sherpa/RoMEO, 
user makes permissions 
decision based on results
Citations are pushed to report 
manager based on user 
decisions, can be edited / 
annotated / deleted
Report can be generated in 
HTML or PDF
Upload Documents:
Upload CV's or other relevant 
documents for easy access
Email Templates:
Create and save templates for 
emailing faculty their reports, or 
emailing publishers for article 
depositing permissions.
Manage Deposits:
Keep track of completed deposits
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